
Program name Prescriptive

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Research and evaluation M&V in Illinois targeting
key assumptions to improve default savings
values, targeting: Lighting hours of use by
business type; occupancy sensor applications;
coincidence and redundacy factors for cooling;
HVAC interaction factors for lighting; cooling full
load hours; and HVAC varaible speed drive
applications 66

ComEd agrees that improving default savings 
estimates has value, and plans to update on an ad 
hoc basis. There is insufficient budget to 
undertake on full blown basis, but would likely 
support a state-wide effort.

KEMA has updated its Appendix A on an ad 
hoc basis, starting with lighting. Assumptions 
have been updated for savings estimates for 
various measures. ComEd staff are also 
working with KEMA to improve the work 
papers and augmenting them with Illinois-
specific data. Will start with 10 highest impact 
measures. Ongoing updates as data 
becomes available.

Four HVAC related default values above could be
bundled into one technical research project with
engineering firm with energy modeling
experieince 66

Budget constraints limit activity. Plans are to use e-
quest model being developed in New construction 
program to review HVAC measures NA

Correct minor typos and math errors in default
assumptions (Appendix A) 66 ComEd corrects Appendix A on on-going basis Revised Appendix A  - Jan 2010

Develop consistent approach for entering energy
equipment type, make, and model information for
unitary HVAC equipment in tracking system 66

ComEd has on-going efforts to improve database 
consistency and documentation. 

Many of these entries are via pull-down 
menus.

Maintain consistency between field names and
data entered into tracking system database 66

Making the necessary database modifications are 
a lower priority at this time. Development of a 
database dictionary (item # 6) should help address 
this issue. NA

Complete documentation that explains the field
names and how they are used in the tracking
data reporting 66

ComEd has on-going efforts to improve database 
consistency and documentation. 

ComEd is working with Frontier to develop a 
database dictionary

Savings are concentrated by end-use, building
type, and measure. ComEd should identify the
next tier of participation targets by end-use,
building type and measure, and develop plans to
gain their participation 66

ComEd monitors program participation and 
attempts to increase participation across 
segments.

Wait listed lighting, and kept other tracks 
open; KEMA has hired an outreach manager; 
started an early funds reservation for targeted 
segments

Consider market research to determine whether
high realization rates from long lighting hours in
PY1 represent a first-year anamoly, or if ComEd
customers are differnet from those of secondary
data sources 66 PY1 might or might not be an anomoly. 

ComEd will review PY2. However, there is no 
planned market research at this time due to 
budget constraints

Consider market research to determine whether
high realization rates from occupancy sensors
and HVAC VSDs in PY1 represent greater
savings potential in PY2, or if PY1 attracted best
opportunities from a limited market opportunity. 66 PY1 might or might not be an anomoly. 

ComEd will review PY2. However, there is no 
planned market research at this time due to 
budget constraints

ComEd should consider the following: monitor
free-ridership to assess ongoing risk of low NTG
ratios; proactively seek participation from
business type, measures, and projects with low
free-ridership rates; retain the effort to research
spillover in PY2 67

In prescriptive program, free ridership is hard to 
monitor. ComEd tries to increase participation in 
low-participation segments. 

ComEd has looked at targeting other 
business types. We pay higher incentives for 
non-lighting measures. Program has reduced 
T8/T5 fixture incentives from $0.40/W to 
$0.30/W.



Program name Prescriptive

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)
Suggest improvement in QA/QC process focus
on technical review at pre-approval stage,
maintaining accurate measure quantities in
tracking system, verifying qualifying specifications
of equipment, and potentially refining sample
practices for inspections. 67

All projects > $25k are reviewed.  Also, program 
manager reviews documentation on ad hoc basis 
for projects < $25k. KEMA has been directed to 
perform a more rigorous review in the pre-
approval stage.

Implementation team has added a new 
position dedicated to QC.

Program should consider ways to increase the
share of non-lighting measures 67

It has been a PY2 objective to increase share of 
non-lighting measures. 

 Nearing oversubscription, ComEd still 
accepted applications for non-lighting 
measures and wait listed lighting projects. 

Continue to recruit a mix of business types into
the program 67

It has been a PY2 objective to recruit a mix of 
business types

ComEd has created some fact sheets and 
case studies from various sectors to help 
business understand potential. PY3 will see a 
direct install pilot

Continue to carefully manage the
oversubscription of the program, including
managing customers expectations and
communicating the status of wait listed projects in
a timely manner. 67

It has been a PY2 objective to manage 
oversubscription of program and improve 
communications with customers.

Developed comprehensive communication 
plan, e.g. fund-o-meter on web

Program should explore the reasons for
oversubscription and consider ways to prevent
this from happening in future years. 67 Budget constraints was primary reason ComEd monitors the marketing of its program

Conduct customer research on financial criteria
such as ROI and required payback period to
inform potential adjustments of incentive levels 68

ComEd sees great difficulty implementing a 
program based on customer ROI, since it doesn't 
"own" much of the required information, e.g. cost 
to install and customer energy costs. This 
customer research is a low priority. NA

Continue to monitor free-ridership. The program
should consider additional steps during
application/ approval process to screen out free-
riders. 68

It is difficult to monitor free ridership for 
prescriptive program, but ComEd is willing to 
accept suggestions. NA

ComEd should continue to market program
through contractors/trade allies, including building
on existing trade ally network. 68

ComEd agrees completely, and continues to build 
the trade ally network NA

As program's pent-up demand wanes, ComEd
should be prepared to make greater use of
delivery channels, including direct marketing and
Account Managers. 68

Account Managers are being engaged with 
Prescriptive along with Custom Program.

Smart Ideas Team has developed a toolkit for 
Account Mangers, and provides training 
opportunities and "Lunch & Learns" to 
educate and inform the Account Managers. 
ComEd planned an Expo marketing event to 
promote PY3, with Account Manager 
participation.

Continue development of Trade Ally Network. 68 ComEd agrees. NA



Program name Prescriptive

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Consider ways to increase the visibility of the
"Trade Ally" designation 68

Internal ComEd stakeholders are concerned about 
promoting a special designation as it may be 
construed as a formal affiliation.  We continue to 
work with internal stakeholders on this issue and 
to come up with a designation/training plan that 
addresses most stakeholder concerns.

Working with KEMA to develop plan to 
increase visibility of Trade Ally designation, 
including examining TA requirements.

As the program matures and the Trade Ally
Network grows, consider additional ways to
reward trade allies that are especially active in the 
program. 68 ComEd is considering opportunities for PY3.

ComEd is intiating Market Research on TA's 
attitudes and motivations of their participation 

Identify registered trade allies in the program
database. Database currently identifies contractor
who implemented project. This would be
beneficial for program tracking and evaluation
purposes. 68

This has been identified as an enhancement, but 
due to budget constraints it is not a high priority. NA



Program name Custom

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

It is recommended that selected ComEd and
implementation staff review the content of the site
reports to better understand the reasons
underlying the ex post realization rates 55

ComEd and implementer staff will review site 
reports 

ComEd and implementer staff thoroughly 
reviewed site reports and met with evaluators 
to discuss

Consider enhancing the ComEd tracking system
for Custom measures to ensure measure-level
tracking, with common measure descriptions and
"reporting" across projects. 55

ComEd has been working on improving  tracking 
database 

The Custom portion of the tracking system 
contains drop-down menus. The custom team 
is in the process of adding better descriptions 
for PY3.

Consider expanding Prescriptive lighting measure
eligibility to reduce lighting installations in custom
program. 55

It is a PY2 objective to move lighting  and other 
defined measures under Prescriptive program 
versus Custom program.

ComEd has a defined process for developing 
prescriptive measures from custom measures 
that can be standardized.

Enhanced efforts are needed within program to
enhance estimation of demand savings and
tracking of those impact estimates. 55

ComEd has a process in place to measure 
demand savings per PJM requirements. ComEd 
does not have a statutory demand requirement to 
warrant enhancing current efforts. NA

Increase level of technical documentation
required for the largest, most complex projects. 55

Kema is required  to conduct a thorough review 
and improve documentation at the pre-approval 
phase.

ComEd has upgraded calculation worksheet 
and improved its peer review process

Better documentation may also be needed
regarding pre-installation or pre-retrofit operating
conditions. Large, complex projects might be
required to submit a greater level of site-specific
application data than smaller projects. 55

Kema is required  to conduct a thorough review 
and improve documentation at the pre-approval 
phase.

ComEd has upgraded calculation worksheet, 
including identifying pre-installation and pre-
retrofit operating conditions, and improved its 
peer review process

Requirements for large project in-program M&V
should also be considered. 55

Currently writing process, including M&V, for 
larger projects

Consider an application requirement for reporting
baseline system use, to allow comparison
between the estimated impact size and the
estimated size of baseline use. 56

ComEd identifies baseline use for comparison 
purposes. NA

ComEd should consider the following: monitor
free-ridership to asses ongoing risk of low NTG
ratios; proactively seek participation from
business type, measures, and projects with low
free-ridership rates; and actively work with
customers to identify EE projects and be cautious
of projects far along in conception or
implementation 56

ComEd screens for free-ridership, to the best of 
our ability, and excludes obvious free-riders. NA

Consider ways to increase the share of Custom-
Other projects. Barriers to participation for these
types of projects should be further explored in
PY2. 56

ComEd is in the process of increasing Custom-
Other projects by developing market intelligence 
to help us better understand barriers related to 
certain industrial customers. Barriers to 
participation should be part of process evaluation. NA

Consider ways to reduce the negative impact of
over-subscription on Custom Program, e.g.
placing more emphasis on individual program
goals would motivate program and
implementation staff to increase particiaption in
Custom Program. 56

Original plan was to have separate budgets for 
Custom & Prescriptive, but once combined, the 
oversubscription for Prescriptive caused the 
oversubscription for Custom. In PY2 ComEd kept 
accepting custom applications, while wait-listing 
lighting applications. NA



Program name Custom

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)
Continue to manage over-subscription of
program, including managing customer
expectations and communicating the status of
wait-listed projects in a timely manner. 56

Over time, budgets will stabilize to mitigate 
oversubscription. In interim, customers have been 
education on program design and understand 
annual budget limitations. NA

Once custom budgets are assured, fully utilize
ComEd Account Managers to market to potential
participants. However, pulling incentives due to
over-subscription can adversely affect
relationship between Account Manager and
customer, so some assurance of available funds
is needed. 56

Account Managers are being engaged more 
closely with EE program.

Smart Ideas Team has developed a toolkit for 
Account Mangers, and provides training 
opportunities and "Lunch & Learns" to 
educate and inform the Account Managers. 
ComEd planned an Expo marketing event to 
promote PY3, with Account Manager 
participation.

Consider rewarding Account Managers who bring
customers into the program, ideally based on
some measure of net savings achieved. 57 Agree in principle NA
Reach out to appropriate market actors/suppliers/
trade allies that could implement true custom
projects and get them involved in promoting
program. 57

ComEd is exploring various avenues to find the 
market actors/suppliers/trade allies that could 
implement true custom projects. NA

Emphasize outreach to market actors/suppliers/
trade allies that are more likely to interact with
potential Custom - Other projects, e.g.
contractors specializing in compressed air,
HVAC, or motors or energy service companies. 57

It is a PY2 objective to reach out to contractors 
promoting Custom-Other type program. NA

Increase the visibility of the "trade ally"
designation. Status as a trade ally can be
powerful promotional tool. 57

Internal ComEd stakeholders are concerned about 
promoting a special designation as it may be 
construed as a formal affiliation.  We continue to 
work with internal stakeholders on this issue and 
to come up with a designation/training plan that 
addresses most stakeholder concerns. NA

Consider additional ways to reward trade allies
that are especially active in program. 57

ComEd is targeting active trade allies,  and 
sharing their success stories. NA

Identify registered trade allies in the program
database. Database currently identifies contractor
who implemented project. This would be
beneficial for program tracking and evaluation
purposes. 57

This has been identified as an enhancement, but 
due to budget constraints it is not a high priority. NA

Increase use of Account Managers and
contractors/ trade allies to build program
awareness and participation among customers
who are not currently exposed to program's
marketing and outreach efforts 57

There are many facets to marketing energy 
effciency programs.  We have completed a 
compreshensive marketing plan which details our 
strategic marketing efforts and includes efforts to 
increase use of Account Managers, contractors 
and trade allies. NA

KEMA should implement a more thorough pre-
review of the technical details of a project in order 
to avoid customer dissatisfaction about reduced 
incentives. 58

KEMA is required  to conduct a thorough review 
and analysis of Custom projects at the pre-
approval phase, rather than at the final application 
phase, including instituting a peer review process 
at the KEMA level and at the ComEd level.  This is 
an ongoing process with KEMA.

Starting in PY3, KEMS's incentive will be tied 
to savings realization rate



Program name Retro- Commissioning

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Continue to use spreadsheet templates to
estimate program savings. Standardize savings
estimates across RSP's and reduce
inconsistencies. 23 ComEd tries to use standard templates

Nexant has provided the RSPs with guidelines 
for calculating savings for the most common 
RCx measures.  They are in the process of 
creating calculation spreadsheet templates for 
these measures.  Nexant will develop 
standard spreadsheets for different measure 
types. We are also developing additional 
tracking in Frontier

Require an energy allocation step in Planning
Report. An early high-level review of systems and
operating hours can be used to allocate energy
use among the major end-uses. 8

We screen for effective projects in the application 
review and ask for much of this information in our 
application. Nexant has considerable interaction 
with customers before accepting projects and 
beginning the Planning Phase. NA

In weather data sets, include corresponding
values for other psychometric parameers like
enthalpy, humidity ratio,dew point temperature
and wet bulb temperature 8

ComEd has added additional parameters, e.g. 
humidity

Nexant has developed a M&V manual which 
includes treatment of weather sensitive 
measures.

Establish default values for key engineering
parameters when measured values are not
available, e.g. motor loading; motor, fan, and
pump efficiency (by size). 9

ComEd will establish default values for major 
assumptions

Nexant has developed a M&V manual which 
includes base assumptions for key 
engineering parameters

Inclusion of latent cooling estimates, where
appropriate 9 Agreed,  there have been few instances so far.

We include latent cooling estimates, where 
appropriate.

Guidance on optimal economizer operation, e.g.
there is generally an energy penalty in northern
Illinois if economizers use 100% outdoor air with a
high limit of outdoor air tempeature equal to the
return air temperature 9

Nexant has guidelines for using correct 
parameters in evaluation. This review of 
thermodynamic properties and associated energy 
calculations are evaluated during engineering 
review. NA

Guidance on calculating demand savings. Retro-
commisssioning measures frequently target
wasteful operations during un-occupied hours,
thus generating considerable kWh savings. The
kW savings should only reflect peak hours when
savings will occur. 9

ComEd expects RSP to understand and calculate 
kWh and kW

Nexant incorporated demand guidance in the 
M&V manual

Continue to examine and develop strategies that
will create a more fluid implementation timeline. 23

ComEd  has moved start of program up by 6 
months to accommodate longer project cycles and 
enable two periods for verification of cooling-
related measures (fall and spring).

Implementation guidelines are set at 120 days 
from customer agreement to create rolling 
project completion

Program should establish a system for customers
to provide feedback about their RSP 23 ComEd does interview for feedback

Part of Operations Manual is getting feedback 
halfway through Implementation Phase to 
identify critical areas to address for successful 
project completion.  A final check-in is to be 
undertaken after the Verification Report has 
been delivered and the project is finished.  
Customer satisfaction is a major point of 
emphasis when deciding upon renewing 
relationships with RSPs and assigning 
unsolicited projects.



Program name Retro- Commissioning

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)
Given the need to manage customer expectations
regarding the liklihood of admission into the RCx
program, ComEd should monitor its application
and acceptance rates. 23

ComEd does monitor its application and 
acceptance rate

Operations manual provides guidance to 
RSP's regarding what type of projects are 
acceptable



Program name Small C&I CFL Intro Kit

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)
Clean up rate codes within customer databases
to be able to better target residential and
nonresidential customers for specific program
offers. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Get products out to customers earlier in a
program year to allow for a longer installation
period within the program year. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Get products out to customers soon after their
order or request. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Request contact names and phone numbers from
recipients of free products to help ensure the
recipients can be contacted as part of verification
and evaluation. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Request business type from recipients of free
products to ensure the business type of
participants can be better understood. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Provide consistent messages regarding benefits
of participation, such as expected energy or
electricity bill savings. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Enhance the program materials to emphasize the
savings that can be achieved by replacing
existing inefficient lights before they burn out . 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA

Include more information about ComEd’s
business programs in marketing pieces like the
mini-catalog to more effectively channel hard-to-
reach customers into these programs. 48

Program modification not necessary - one year 
program only NA



Program name Energy Star Lighting

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Multi-year programs should have flexible
strategies that can be altered over time to attempt
to reach people who have never purchased CFLs.
Part of this outreach would be to expand the
program to mass merchandise stores 76 Plans are to expand distribution to other stores

Wal-mart and Meijers added for PY2 and 
Dominicks and select Walgreens likely for 
PY3.

A barrier to the adoption of CFLs are their high
cost. Greater advertisement of the program
outside the stores would be helpful to attract
customers. 76

Rather than advertise the program outside of the 
stores, tactics such as increasing incentive 
amounts, securing prominent placement at retail, 
improving POP and co-op advertising would be 
utilized first as more cost-effective solutions.

Ongoing - modifications are made as needed 
throughout the program

A barrier to CFL adoption for customers who have
never purchased a CFL is the desire to wait for
their incandescent to burn out before replacing
them. Program materials should be enhanced to
emphasize the savings that can be achieved by
replacing existing inefficient lights before they
burn out 76

ComEd is reinforcing the message of "install now" 
so that customers don't wait for their 
incandesecents to burn out before they install a 
CFL.

Ongoing - added to in-store demo material, 
reps key talking points, bill inserts and web.

Purchasers of CFLs appear to be more motivated
by saving money rather than environmental
benefits. Program materials should place greater
emphasis on monetary savings, particularly long-
term savings over the entire life of the bulb. 77

ComEd educates customers on the financial 
savings associated with CFLs

Ongoing - financial savings messages are 
included in demo material, select POP 
material, reps talking points, bill inserts and 
web.

Promote and invest in proper disposal of CFLs.
Careful promotion of a CFl recycling program will
reassure people and take away the burden of
disposal rather than heighten concerns. 77

ComEd believes in the environmental benefits of 
recycling CFLs

The CFL recycling program has been 
expanded to include select True Value stores 
and sponsor The Home Depot recycling 
program



Program name Appliance Recycling

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Program tracking data receive periodic data
quality reviews for data quality and completeness.
Incomplete data fields need to be populated,
particularly those data fiels critical to the
evaluation. 39 This was mainly a startup issue. 

Palm devices used in field pickups require 
inputting required data fields

Rated amperage data should be merged with the
historical tracking data, and this value should be
collected going forward 39

This was mainly a startup issue. Amperage data 
requirement was not initially known Amperage values are now a required input

Continue using the marketing approach as laid
out. Bill inserts as the main vehicle for marketing
has worked well in past. 39

ComEd is maintaining current approaches and 
testing new channels NA

Continue to reinforce the value of recycling older
appliances. There are customers that need
convincing that they do not need a second
refrigerator or stand alone freezer. 39

This continues to be a main message point of our 
communications NA

Participant may have difficulty associating
changes in their electric bill to their own energy
saving behaviors. ComEd could help educate
their customers on how much money they could
save by taking different energy saving actions,
including recycling an old appliance.. 40

ComEd is trying to educate the customer.  "Save 
up to $150/year" is a major message in our 
advertising for appliance recycling. NA

For PY2, ComEd has suggested running a direct
mail pilot using a profiling database to target
customers with similar demographics. ComEd
should not limit its message as these PY1
customers may have been "low hanging fruit". 40

ComEd's profiling is not overly  limiting. Our 
"profile" has included approximately 1.7 million 
customers of the 2.2 million single family 
premises. NA

ComEd should make sure that people
purchasing newer appliances, who might turn
their old appliance into a spare, are aware of the
program. An expanded retailer partnership could
help reach this market 40

With acceptance of primary refrigerators for the 
recycling program, this is a good suggestion

ComEd conducted a pilot program with Abt, 
and is continuing that program and expanding 
it to include other retailers - Sears in PY2

It would be beneficial to continue providing
information about other ComEd residential
programs when the contractor picks up the
appliance. 40

ComEd's contractor leaves an informational 
packet with customers at pickup. NA



Program name All-Electric Efficiency Upgrade

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Develop a technical reference manual to
document default savings in coordination with the
evaluation team with assumptions to fit local
ComEd conditions and multi-family program. 38

ComEd agrees to coordinating with evaluation 
team to develop default savings for these 
measures

ComEd requested default savings 
calculations from evaluator and used for each 
installed measure.

Increase the number of CFL's installed per
residence if it can be done cost-effectively.
Consider increasing maximum number od 20 W
CFLs and adding additional CFL wattages. 38 ComEd doesn't advocate > 6 CFL's per apartment ComEd has added 13W and 15W bulbs
Develop and implement procedures for spot
checking water flow rates. Spot check pre- and
post-retrofit flow rates to confirm energy savings. 39

Honeywell's Operation's manual calls for pre-
check of flow rates NA

Improve procedures for quality control and quality
assurance of program tracking data. Tracking
data should receive periodic data quality reviews
and clean-up, and data entry include checks for
values outside of limits. Data exported for
evaluation team should be checked for
anamolies. 39

Tracking data receives periodic reviews against 
weekly report and invoices NA

Program should consider targeted mailings to
tenants in advance of the visit to ensure that
tenants are aware of the program and its benefits. 39

ComEd believes direct contact with building 
managers is more cost-effective. NA

Schedule more visits on weekends and early
evenings to increase liklihood that tenants are
home and will be able to participate. 39

Technicians do work early evenings and 
Saturdays NA

Better coordination between MFEE and C&I
Custom/Presciptive programs. Given the PY1 C&I
oversubscription, programs should do a better job
of coordinating activities to allow building owners
the opportunity to participate in the C&I programs. 39 ComEd will evaluate further
Improve tracking of building and tenant
participation rates. Program should contact all
buildings contacted and which ones agreed to
particpate. Likewise, all units in a participating
building should tracked along with whether they
agreed to participate or not. This would allow
assessing success of marketing campaigns and
missed opportunities for savings. 39 Honeywell contacts non-participants to "try again" NA
Collect tenant contact information at time of
installation for random follow-up checks and
evaluation. Though tenants should not be
required to provide contact information, they
should be encouraged to do so. 40

ComEd provides contact information for building 
manager who are most knowledgeable on rentals. 
Tenants are provided customer satisfaction 
surveys. NA

Place calls to potential buildings to confirm fuel
types used before the driveby. 40

Honeywell calls building managers, but self-report 
not always reliable NA

Program should set up a system for conductoing
the ride alongs and placing the calls on a regular
basis and tracking results. The phone calls could
be rolled into the follow-up survey in item#12. 40 Honeywell performs QA 

ComEd will ask Honeywell for reports on a 
Quarterly basis



Program name All-Electric Efficiency Upgrade

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)
ComEd should consider replacing or
supplementing the survey left with the tenants
with phone calls to a random sample of
participants. This could be combined with follow-
up phone calls to get an assessment of both the
energy specialists work as well as satisfaction
with the installed measures. 40

Honeywell collects phone numbers with customers 
permission, and performs follow-up QA calls. NA



Program name Central Air Conditioning Cycling

Recommendation Page # ComEd Perspective Program Modification (if Applicable)

Given ex-post demand reduction of 14.4 MW
versus ex-ante estimate of 14.2 MW, there is no
need to change program planning estimate of
savings per customer for future year targets. ComEd agrees NA
While ComEd's current estimate of 1.818 kW per
customer for 100% load shed appears
reasonable, verification of that number based on
meter data from a 100% load control event would
be valuable. Evaluation team recommends
conducting a test at this level during the next
summer with high temperatures.

If this is part of the evaluation plan, the test can be 
conducted, but ComEd cannot guarantee a load 
control event or high temperatures NA
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